
 

Items especially            

worth attention: 

 

In-Class Essay Objectives/Desired Outcomes 

 

 Does the essay signal key points effectively ?  

 Is the thesis statement clear, specific, and easy to find in the 

introduction? Are topic sentences effective?  

 

Does it make an engaging argument?  

 Does the opening create interest in the topic? Does the 

conclusion leave readers feeling like the topic matters to 

them? Does the essay give added strength to support by using 

specific, memorable details? 

 

Does it support its argument with well-developed paragraphs?  

 Does it include sufficient quotes, examples, and explanations?  

 

Are quotations effective and accurate? 

 Are quotations smooth, and are quotations and parenthetical 

citations handled according to MLA conventions? Are quotes 

set up and followed up? Are “dropped” quotations avoided?  

 

Is it well organized?  

 Do easy-to-find topic sentences effectively signal the main 

point of each paragraph? Are all paragraphs focused and 

unified? Does it avoid unnecessary repetition? Are there 

smooth transitions within and between all paragraphs?  

 

Does it look and sound credible? 

 Is it proofread for spelling, punctuation, grammar, and 

effective word choice? (* Despite strengths in other areas, 

difficulty with language may prevent an essay from earning a 

passing mark.*) 

 

ESSAY GRADE: END COMMENTS: 

 

 



  Correction 

Symbol 
Problem 

Explanation (see 

links on class site) 

See these pages in 

A Pocket Style 

Manual 

cs Comma Splice options: 1, 2 42-45 

ro Run-on Sentence options: 1, 2 42-45 

frag Sentence Fragment options: 1, 2 40-42 

, circled Commas, missing or unnecessary options: 1, 2, 3 55-61 

s-v agr Subject-Verb Agreement available 20-24 

agr Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement available 30-32 

vague ref Vague Pronoun Referent available 32-34 

awk ref Inappropriate use of "you" or "I" pronoun  options: 1, 2 8 

// Faulty Parallelism available 5-6 

mw Missing Word or Words available 6-8 

mm Misplaced Modifier, Phrase, or Clause available 10-12 

mixed Mixed Construction available 9-10 

; circled  Semicolon available 62-63 

: circled  Colon available 63-65 

-- circled Dash available 72-73 

art Articles, non-count and count nouns available  48-51 

vb Incorrect verb tense or form available 45-48, 9 

vary ss Sentence structure needs variety  options: 1, 2 13-14 

wordy Wordy or redundant available 2-3 

wc Imprecise word choice available  

circled Confused Words (Its/It's, Then/Than, There/Their/They’re, etc.) available 260-270 

ap Apostrophe available 65-67 

sp Spelling options: 1, 2 82-84 

cap/no cap Capitalization or no capitalization  available 76-78 

DQ Dropped Quotation options: 1, 2 113 

Q Punctuating and Formatting Quotes options: 1, 2 111-113 

ital or " " Titles of works: quotes vs. italics available 156 

MLA  Formatting page 1 of an essay options: 1, 2 155-159 

MLA Formatting a Works Cited list options: 1, 2 160, 130-154 

MLA  Parenthetical "in-text" citations options: 1, 2 122-130 

TS Topic Sentences and Paragraph Unity available  

trans Transitions options: 1, 2  
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